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“Reading” (versus watching) a film:  

 

Everything we see on screen is deliberately chosen, placed and composed for us by the 

director and others who make the film. We only see what the camera “chooses” to show 

us.  So, try to pay careful attention to how the director “sets up” a shot in any given 

scene: 

 

Is the director using:  

 a long shot (LS: we see the character’s full body almost filling the frame) 

 a medium long shot (MLS: neither long nor medium, we see the characters, 

usually from the knees up, with some background.  This shot usually has two 

characters in it ie. in conversation – this is called a “two-shot”). 

 a medium shot (MS: between long shot and close up; shows a character from the 

waist up or full figured if seated.  This is a frequently used shot as it closely 

represents how we see the world in “real life” and provides details of the body 

and face). 

 a close up (CU: shot very near to the subject, often reveals the full head or just a 

hand or eye or mouth). 

 an extreme close up (XCU: a very close shot of some detail of perhaps a face or 

some object). 

Is the shot taken from:  

 a high angle: the camera is above the action and can be used to create certain 

effects such as a sense of superiority to the subject being filmed. 

 a low angle: the camera is below the action and typically places the observer in 

the position of feeling helpless or small in the presence of an obviously superior 

force, person or object. 

  eye level: shot made from the observer’s eye level and usually implies a neutral 

perspective.  This can, of course, change depending on the context of the film. 

 an aerial shot: an extreme point-of-view shot that is taken from an aircraft or a 

high crane and implies the observer’s omniscience or ‘god-like’ perspective. 

Does the camera move or does it stay in place?  

 Is the camera placed in an “objective” location, or does it represent the point of 

view (POV) of one of the characters?  

 Is it handheld or stable? 

 Pan shot: horizontal movement of a camera that creates a panoramic effect and 

might visually join together two objects that are some distance apart.  

 Tilt shot: vertical movement of a camera that might link two objects (the face of 

a person and an object she is holding in her hand) together.  

 Tracking shot: the camera is fixed to a wheeled support known as a “dolly” and 

moves with the action (alongside it, above, beneath, behind or ahead of it).  

 Dolly in/out: the camera, affixed to the dolly, moves in or out towards the action 
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or subject.  

 Zoom: The lens (rather than the camera) moves towards the object thus 

magnifying it.  

Consider also the composition of the scene. That is, how has the director arranged actors, 

objects, lighting, etc. to make the effect of the scene? Is there something implied going on 

off screen?  What or who is “framed” within the shot? Or, is the frame “open”, 

meaning that characters may move freely within an open, recognizable environment? 

Does the film utilize effects like voiceovers, text, direct addresses to the camera and other 

narrative devices? What is the effect of these devices? 

Pay attention to how the movie opens and ends. The first thing you see in a movie is the 

credits. What images are shown in these credits? How is music used to set the mood of 

the film? 

Editing: Most people do not pay attention to how a film is edited or how it cuts from shot 

to shot and scene to scene. This, though, is an important part of how film has an effect on 

an audience. Pay attention to whether the rhythm of the editing is fast or slow, does the 

director use long takes in a scene or does he/she divide the scene up with many short 

takes? Does the editing make for a unified and continuous effect (i.e., you don’t really 

notice it) or is it jarring or destabilizing? Does the editor/director use effects like fade 

in/fade out frequently? 

 Editing for continuity:  

o Shot/reverse shot: the camera/editor switches between shots of different 

characters, usually in conversation or other interactions.  

o Match cuts: shot A and shot B are matched in action, subject, graphic content 

or two characters’ eye contact help create a sense of continuity between the 

two shots.  

o Eye-line match cuts: shot A, a POV shot of a person looking offscreen in one 

direction joins with shot B, the person or object that is the object of that gaze.  

o Parallel editing: cutting together of two or more lines of action occurring 

simultaneously but at different locations or times.  

o Crosscutting: editing together of cuts between two or more actions occurring 

at the same time and usually place. For example, POV switches around a 

related action or location.  

o Intercutting: editing of two or more actions taking place at the same time but 

creating the effect of a single scene.  

o Jump cut: a sudden jump between two shots with an absence of a portion of 

the film that would have provided continuity. 

 Editing for transition:  

o Fade-in/out:  in a “fade-in”, a shot appears as a black screen and appears 

brighter; a fade-out is the reverse.  Such fades suggest a break in the action, 

time or place.  

o Dissolve: shot B, superimposed, gradually appears over shot A and replaces it. 

Dissolves can be fast or slow.  
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o Wipe: shot B wipes across shot A to replace it.  Wipes can be multidirectional.  

o Iris shot: everything is blacked out except what is seen through a keyhole or 

other “irises” and apertures.  

o Freeze-frame: a still image within a movie that can be held without 

movement for whatever length of time the director desires.  

Consider the overall mood of the film as created by acting, music, lighting, sound effects, 

costumes, colors, sets, etc. (All of these things taken together is what film scholars call 

mise-en-scéne, French for “put before the camera.”)  

 Mise-en-scéne: the overall look and feel of a movie – the sum of all the audience 

sees, hears, and experiences while viewing it. As the director has an overall vision 

for the movie, everything (figures, objects, lighting, décor, costumes, landscaping, 

furniture etc.) that is put into a shot or a scene can be significant or contributes to 

the overall meaning of the shot or scene. 

Look for repetitions that cue you in to the things the director or writer thinks are 

important. Is there a recurring song, music, camera technique, special effect that adds 

meaning to the film? Just as when you read a book or play, pay attention to these 

repetitions. 

Finally, think about how your observations relate to the over-arching ideas, issues, and 

themes of the film. How do these particulars help your understanding of the whole? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[Adapted from Richard Barsham and Dave Monahan’s Looking At Movies (Norton, 

2010).] 


